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FREE FRIDAY TECH HUDDLE

RSA Exchange R8 Highlights:

• Scaleout StateServer Integration

• Archer Scripts Data Driven Event Analysis Tool & Utility

• HCL Tax Risk Management App-Pack

All lines are muted upon entry to this call.  Please use the Q&A panel for questions.
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UPCOMING SESSIONS

Registration is required with links available on the RSA Archer Community.

JULY

12

Release 6.6

Performance 

Improvements

Hosted with WebEx

JULY
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RSA Archer Data 

Feed Monitor

Axonius Integration

Rapid7 Integration

Hosted with WebEx

JULY
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RSA Archer Virtual 

Roadmap Session

Hosted with Zoom
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SCALEOUT STATESERVER
INTEGRATION

KEVIN LASWELL, SCALEOUT SOFTWARE VP SALES, ADVANCED PRODUCTS 

BRIAN SCHAEFER, RSA PRODUCT MANAGER



In-Memory Data Storage/Cache
for RSA – Archer Products

Kevin Lasswell, VP Sales
(kevin@scaleoutsoftware.com)

June 2019



Agenda

•Overview of ScaleOut Software

• In-memory data grid features and benefits

•Benefits for RSA – Archer applications

•How to get started
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• Develops and markets In-Memory 
Data Grid software middleware for:

• Scaling application performance and 

• Providing operational intelligence using 
in-memory data storage and 
computing

• Thirteen years in the market:

• 450+ customers, 12,000+ servers

• RSA has used ScaleOut StateServer® 
in hosted applications for 10+ years

About ScaleOut Software



ScaleOut StateServer®

• In-Memory Data Grid / Distributed Cache 

• Designed for transparent scalability and high 
availability

• Automatic load-balancing across commodity servers
• Automatic data replication, failure detection, and

recovery

• Support for Windows and Linux

• Scales application performance

• Industry-leading performance and ease of 
use

• APIs in Java, C#, C/C++

• Now in 5th major release
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ScaleOut’s Key Differentiators

•ScaleOut’s uses scalable, in-memory computing technology to deliver the 
lowest possible latency while handling very large workloads. Fast

•ScaleOut’s products focus on maximizing ease of use and  automatic operation. 
This dramatically simplifies deployment and management.Easy to Use

•Unlike big data platforms, ScaleOut’s technology specifically targets operational 
environments and automatically incorporates high availability.Highly Available

•Seamless interoperability and native performance across Windows and Linux 
operating systems was designed into ScaleOut’s architecture from the outset.Portable

•ScaleOut’s architecture integrates an in-memory data grid with a data-parallel 
compute & streaming engine to analyze live data and deliver fast results.Advanced Features
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Why Use ScaleOut StateServer with RSA Archer?

• Your RSA Archer platform integrates data 
across your risk management program.

• This data is mission-critical and time-critical

• Use ScaleOut StateServer to insure your RSA 
Archer data is:

• Always consistent, never stale

• Always available, never lost

• Accessed with low latency, regardless of 
workload

© ScaleOut Software, Inc. 9



Getting Started

• The ScaleOut StateServer Connector for 
RSA Archer is certified and supported by 
RSA

• The Connector is installed per RSA Archer 
documentation

• ScaleOut StateServer is installed per 
ScaleOut documentation 

• For more information on licensing or using 
ScaleOut StateServer, contact Kevin 
Lasswell
• kevin@scaleoutsoftware.com

• 303-905-7003
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Summary

•ScaleOut StateServer will provide low 
latency, high availability data 
management for your RSA Archer 
application.

•Getting started is easy to do.

•Try it for free with no commitment

© ScaleOut Software, Inc. 11



www.scaleoutsoftware.com
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CACHING IN 
RSA ARCHER
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▪ Captures metadata when a user logs in

▪ Metadata consists of application details, field types, values lists, cross references, etc.

• Content is not cached, such as record level detail

▪ Pulls metadata from the cache when navigating

▪ Eliminates repeated database calls

HOW IS CACHING USED IN RSA ARCHER?
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▪Moved to a Bring Your Own License Model (BYOM) in RSA Archer 6.6

▪ Integrations for Redis (Open Source) and ScaleOut StateServer (RSA 

Ready Partner)

▪Discontinued support of Archer caching service 

▪Both are available on the RSA Exchange

▪Blog Nov 2018 - Technology Updates That You Need to Know

CHANGES TO RSA ARCHER

https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-95940
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/blog/2018/11/13/technology-updates-that-you-need-to-know
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▪RSA Exchange

▪Technology Updates That You Need to Know

▪ScaleOut StateServer Integration

− Installing ScaleOut

▪Redis Integration

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-95940
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community/blog/2018/11/13/technology-updates-that-you-need-to-know
https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104085
https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104085
https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104086
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ARCHER SCRIPTS DATA 
DRIVEN EVENT ANALYSIS 
TOOL & UTILITY

BILL ZHANG, ARCHER SCRIPTS
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HCL TAX RISK MANAGEMENT 
APP-PACK

DEEPAK ARORA, HCL SENIOR MANAGER, GRC PRACTICE
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HCL Tax Risk Management App-Pack
RSA Archer version 6.5 P2+
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Point of View on Tax Risk Management

Solution Design

Demo

Content

1

2

3
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HCL POINT OF VIEW ON TAX RISK MANAGEMENT

Changing Environment

•The increased complexity 
and changing nature of tax 
legislation are challenges 
for businesses examples 
include transfer pricing 
CFC legislation etc.

•For reasons of 
reputational risk, 
companies are less 
inclined to enter into tax 
planning which may be 
perceived as "aggressive" 
by the authorities and the 
public. 

•"Trial by media" is 
something companies 
need to avoid at all costs.

Tax Philosophy

• Increasingly boards are 
setting out the 
organization’s tax 
philosophy and 
monitoring

•Constant focus on 
whether the position is 
being maintained on an 
ongoing basis, taking into 
account change in 
legislation and policy

• Increasingly, companies 
have established 
procedures for reporting 
tax matters to the board

Tax Risk Management

•Appropriate control 
mechanisms need to be 
put in place to ensure that 
tax strategy is correctly 
implemented

•Tax considerations must 
be aligned with 
operational issues, 
particularly global 
accounting standards and 
information technology

•Appropriate reporting 
mechanisms need to be in 
place to ascertain tax risk 
at each organization level
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TAX RISK MANAGEMENT SOLUTION DESIGN
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SOLUTION PERSONAS

S.No. Role Description

1 Group Tax Coordinator The Group Tax Coordinator is responsible for governance of the quarterly tax risk 
reporting process including timely submission of tax risks, subsequent analysis by 
coordinators, and maintenance of local currency exchange rates to group currency. The 
Group Tax Coordinator is the final level of approval for all submitted tax reports. They are 
responsible for personnel management with regard to the tax risk management process. 

2 Tax Coordinator The Tax Coordinator is assigned to one or more regions. Within the assigned region, they 
are responsible for analysis of reported risks for currency deviation and submission of 
quarterly risk assessments to the Group Tax Coordinator, thereby supervising the risk 
reporting process. The Tax Coordinator can change a company’s tax risk reporting 
responsible personnel if needed while the Group Tax Coordinator is notified of the 
change. 

3 Chief Accountant Chief Accountants are employees within tax risk department of respective 
entities under the Group Company and are responsible to report the tax risks 
in the system for their respective areas. 
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IMPORTANT LINKS AND INFORMATION

Solution Overview:- https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104192

Implementation Guide:- https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104194

For questions regarding this offering or to obtain the install package, please contact CFS-GRC-PMG@hcl.com

for more information.

https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104192
https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-104194
mailto:CFS-GRC-PMG@hcl.com


$7.3 BILLION ENTERPRISE | 115,000 IDEAPRENEURS | 32 COUNTRIES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzfmzTcVUJg



